Whistle Basics© Info Consumers
Whistle Basics is a complete audio-visual tutorial for the tin whistle.
It consists of a tutorial book and 1 Cdr with 70 instructional video’s and 99 MP3s.
Two digital editions are available too: info on page 3
1) A Cdr with 3 folders : € 35,- = WB Book / WB Audio / WB Video
2) A download edition: € 20,- = WB Book / WB Audio / WB Video : www.tradebit.com
This impressive audio-visual support makes it possible you can see and hear the
instructions, techniques and tunes and imitate them, which is a highly effective and
traditional Irish way of learning to play the tin whistle.
This practical method is most suitable for beginners who want to learn step-by-step
towards advanced level, and for those who do not like academic lectures.
It also is a powerful method and tool for those who teach others to play the whistle.
Whistle Basics Book & CDROM : 2 options :
1) Luxury Soft Cover Edition : € 47,50 (excl.postal costs)
ISBN 9789085704478 / full color / 116 pages Bio Top paper
strong durable laminate cover / + 1 CDROM Audio & Video
2) Budget Paperback Edition : € 35,- (excl. postal costs)
ISBN 9789085704607 / black-white / 116 pages offset paper
paperback / + 1 CDROM Audio & Video
Order : julesbit@zeelandnet.nl

This successfull method gradually learns you how to use 15 specific whistle techniques in 45 Irish tunes.
Students can develope and improve their whistle playing step-by-step from basic to advanced level.
Teachers can use this methodical and practical audio-visual tutorial in a workshop or whistle class.
The WB book describes and visualizes all basic skills and techniques of traditional Irish whistle playing.
The WB book has 18 chapters, 116 pages, 104 illustrations, 99 music notations with instructions and symbols
how to play the whistle in a traditional Irish way.
For students who can not read music, there are 102 tablatures too, which are simplified music notations.
For those who want to learn music notation, there is also a chapter on elementary music theory.
This chapter also gives info on measure/time and the rhythm patterns in all Irish tune types.
The last chapter has 24 extra Irish tunes from beginner to advanced level, with study advice and symbols for
ornamentation.
The book also offers a lot of interesting background information on Irish traditional music:
whistle history, whistle types, tune types, traditional musicians and their traditional instruments.
* On the next page you’ll find some info on the Digital Edition: a CDROM that has the book, videos and mp3s.
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When a technique or tune is discussed in the book, 2 symbols direct you to the relevant video or MP3:
Video

MP3 * represents exactly what is shown in the notations or tablatures.
* playable at different speeds with Windows Media Player.

* A page with tablatures and notation: how to play rolls

* A page with photos and instruction: holding/blowing

* A page with a tune and the symbols for ornamentation

* A page with photos and instruction: C- major Scale
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Also available : Whistle Basics© Digital Edition
‘Whistle Basics Digital Edition’ : € 33,- (excl. postal costs)
For those who only want to use a PC.
This CDROM has 3 folders:
Video = 70 video files: WMV / close ups / 192kbps
Audio = 99 audio files: MP3 / 192kbps / stereo CD-quality
Book = 30 PDF files : 116 full color pages of the WB book
Open a page of the book (PDF) with a notation or tablature and
choose and play the relevant MP3 or Video.
If you choose the ‘compact mode’ of Windows Media Player you
can drag the little screen beside the tablature or notation.
Choose the speed you like and imitate or play along with the
video or MP3.
In combination with a laptop, beamer and screen this CD is a
perfect tool for workshops and whistle classes.
Order : julesbit@zeelandnet.nl

For those who want it
cheap and fast:
Pay € 20,- and download
this digital edition*
and start to play !
* = Full color book
* = 99 Mp3
* = 70 Video
www.tradebit.com
http://tbit.ws/99094206
PC screen + mediaplayer in compact mode and a notation from the book.

If you want to know more about my Whistle Basics method and hear and see some demo-MP3s or videos
or download (free) some pages of the WB Book, please visit my website : http://www.whistle-flute.com
Of course I present my CD’s there too: a lot to see and hear!
You Tube Promotional Video: http://youtu.be/lpQbkFT5kKg
Thank you for your interest in my musical activities.
Yours sincerery,

Jules Bitter
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